Capitalization Practice

Part One: circle the capitalization errors and add end marks to the sentences.

1. i wonder if there is a Reading test
2. Some people call it english class
3. when is history class
4. do You have a Nickname
5. Aunt sally said, “get up for school”
6. My Friend Chris likes Pizza
7. can we go to kfc on wednesday
8. have You ever seen “the simpsons”
9. let’s Order mexican food
10. someone took mikia’s pencil

Part Two: Circle the word if it is a proper noun and needs to be capitalized.

11. furniture store
12. science
13. spanish
14. allstate arena
15. football team
16. chicago bears
17. air force ones
18. lake michigan
19. x-box 360
20. library

Part Three: Rewrite the following sentences, correct capitalization errors and add end marks.

21. Bekka read someone to love me for her Book Report

22. Keisha invited her friends to a Pool Party for her Birthday

23. did She name the kitten sunshine because of its golden fur

24. I wonder if he read The Book in Social Studies Class

25. on monday, ms. smith gave us a science project

26. the amazon River is the longest River in south America

27. get me a big mac, would you

28. janet said wearily, “could you help me up”